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BSE Sensex 16718 

NSE Nifty 5068 
Bullish weekly close raises the hopes of bulls. 5150 – 5200 range may prove as a resistance this 
week. Any correction from this range should now find support near 5000 - 4950.  

 

 

 

 
It’s been a very positive week for the market, rather the best week for this current calendar year. Nifty ended in the positive for almost all 
the day of the past week and ended with a weekly gain of 4.68% at 5068. Amongst the sectoral indices the BSE CG and Bankex were the 
outperformers whereas BSE CD was the only index to close in the negative territory. 

 
 

Last week we had not recommended any trading strategy despite a breach of 4830 and had indicated that the range of 4750 to 4625 was a 
strong support range. Nifty made a new low at 4770 in the beginning of the week and staged a dramatic recovery thereafter. It ended the 
week with a massive gain of 4.68% to close at 5068, thus surpassing the resistance level of 4990 comfortably. Nifty did manage to take 
support slightly above the 80% retracement level of the entire rise from the low of 4531 till 5629 last week and has formed a Bullish 
Engulfing pattern on the weekly chart after several weeks of decline. The pattern indicates there is a possibility of further upside in days to 
come. In the immediate term the level of 5150 (the earlier support) may serve as a resistance for Nifty. There is a possibility of some profit 
booking near 5150. However the upmove since the beginning of last week till date appears to have formed an impulsive five wave move on 
the intraday hourly charts, indicating that any decline would only be temporary in nature and we may see further upside in coming weeks. 
The level of 5000 and below that 4960 has emerged as a strong support for Nifty for near term. Any decline in next few sessions should 
broadly hold this support range for a confirmation of further upside. The level of 4840 is now a trend reversal level and a major positional 
support for next few weeks. On the upside Nifty may now test the level of 5200 and beyond that 5301 is also a possibility, these are 50% 
and 61.80% Fibonacci retracement levels of the entire decline from 5629 till 4770. However it’s highly likely that the move may not be a 
one-sided affair. Nifty may pause near 5150 – 5170 range as it is the resistance offered by a cluster of important swing lows formed earlier 
and the 200 Day EMA is also placed near 5150. We now have a positional target of 5200 and beyond that 5300 over the next few weeks for 
Nifty. 
 
Actionable: 
• This week we have two distinct trades. First one is for aggressive short term traders; one may short sell near 5150 to 5170 range with a 

stop loss of 5210 for a downside target of 5000. 
• The level of 5000 and below that 4950 is an important support range for Nifty. Any decline till 5000 may be used as an opportunity to 

buy with a positional perspective for an upside target of 5200 initially and beyond that 5300 is the second target. Stop loss for this 
trade is placed at 4880. 

 


